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8
Conclusions

This thesis revolved around two research themes: tracking content and predicting
behavior in social media. Tracking content is key for automating online reputation
management, and providing opinion mining, and sentiment analysis with more
data. Predicting behavior can help website owners to optimize the layout of their
frontpages, ad placement and pricing, and increase user engagement.

For tracking content, we focused on tracking online news in social media, and
developed effective and robust methods for discovering social media utterances
that implicitly discuss a news article. For predicting behavior, we analyzed user
behavior, and developed methods for prediction for three tasks: podcast preference,
comment volume, and news articles recommendation. Below, we revisit, and
provide answers to the research questions we raised in Section 1.1.

8.1 Main findings

In Chapter 3 we casted tracking content as a linking generation task where we
aimed to discover implicitly linked social media utterances for a source news
article. We asked the following questions:

RQ 2. What is the effect on retrieval effectiveness from using het-
erogeneous channels of information for modeling a source
article?

We found that query models trained on the contents and the
title of a news article achieve the best retrieval performance in
precision oriented metrics. Query models trained on explicitly
linked social media utterances underperform in precision, but
help increase recall.
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RQ 3. Can we achieve better effectiveness when using late data
fusion methods for merging the returned ranked lists from
models trained on different channels?

We experimented unweighted, and weighted late data fusion
methods. We estimated weights in a query-dependent, and
query-independent fashion. We found that the WcombMNZ
fusion method using query-independent weight optimization
outperforms individual query models in precision oriented
metrics, and significantly increases recall by 24%. We found
interesting that in terms of recall, round-robin fusion boosts
recall by 25%.

Summing up, as to RQ 1 as a whole—What is the retrieval effectiveness of modeling
source articles using different strategies for retrieving implicitly linked social
media utterances?—, we found that full articles combined with term selection and
normalized result fusion achieved very high levels of effectiveness.

In the process of answering RQ 1, we discovered that query model length is
similar to the length of documents to be retrieved. This characteristic lead us to
revisit the assumptions made in retrieval methods based on standard language
modeling. We studied this phenomenon under the lens of republished article
finding (Chapter 4), where given the contents of a news article a system returns
republished versions of the article found in blog posts. We proposed modeling
queries (news articles) and documents (blog posts) using two hypergeometric
distributions, and introduced three retrieval methods. To this extent, we asked:

RQ 4. What is the retrieval effectiveness of hypergeometric language
models compared to standard language models for the task
of republished article finding?

We looked at two hypergeometric distributions for modeling
queries and documents: the central, and non-central hyperge-
ometric distribution. The main difference between the two is
that central hypergeometric distribution makes the assump-
tion of term independence, while the non-central allows for
term bias. Our experiments showed that using the central
hypergeometric distribution leads to better retrieval effective-
ness. The lower scores from non-central may be due to how
we modeled term bias, an issue we want to further pursue in
the future; see below.
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RQ 5. What are optimal smoothing methods for hypergeometric
language models? We propose, and compare three smoothing
techniques using: log-odds, Jelinek-Mercer smoothing, and
Bayesian inference.

We presented three smoothing methods for retrieval models
based on hypergeometric distributions, one task-driven (log
odds), one using Jelinek-Mercer, and one more elaborate us-
ing Bayesian inference. Our experiments showed that log
odds smoothing outperforms standard language modeling
retrieval methods, and the Bayesian retrieval method is on
par with them. In the later, we found that the Dirichlet com-
pound multinomial distribution (DCM) arises naturally for
estimating the parameters of a document model. This is an
important finding because it links central hypergeometric to
DCM as multinomial is linked to Dirichlet. DCM has been
derived in the past from hierarchical Bayesian modeling tech-
niques as a better model to Dirichlet (Elkan, 2006; Madsen
et al., 2005; Xu and Akella, 2008).

Answering the first five research questions concludes Part I. So far, we have
developed effective and robust methods for tracking online news in social media.
In the domain of blog posts, bloggers post verbatim or near-verbatim copies of a
news article, we introduced retrieval methods based on hypergeometric language
models which improve retrieval when the query and documents to be retrieved are
of similar length. Our tracking content methods can be used for automating online
reputation management, and providing opinion mining, and sentiment analysis
methods with more data.

Next, we proceed with providing answers to research questions with regards
to predicting behavior. In Part II, we studied user behavior in three types of
environments, “closed,” “semi-open,” and “open” via the lens of an equal number
of prediction tasks. In “closed” environments where users have to install proprietary
software to access and interact with content, we studied podcast preference in
iTunes. In “semi-open” environments where users need to visit a website and
possibly register before they can interact with content, we studied the commenting
behavior on websites of online news agents. In “open” environments where users
browse the web for finding information, we studied user browsing behavior on
online news. Below, we revisit the findings of each of these three studies.

We begin with research questions related to podcast preference.
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RQ 6 Can surface features be used to predict podcast preference?

Surface features can be successfully exploited to predict pod-
cast preference, making it possible to avoid deeper processing,
e.g., computationally expensive analysis of the podcast audio
file. Podcast preference can be predicted using “snapshot”
information derived from a single crawl of the feed, how-
ever, “cumulative” information requiring repeated visits of the
crawler also makes an important contribution. The best fea-
ture sets consists of a combination of feed-level and episode
and enclosure-level features.

We follow up with a study on online news agents and the commenting behavior
on news articles as an instance of “semi-open” environments. We studied the news
comments space from seven Dutch online news agents, and one collaborative news
platform and applied our findings on predicting the comment volume of a news
article prior to and after publication. Below, we summarize our answers to the
research questions:

RQ 7. Do patterns of news commenting behavior exist? And if they
do, how can they be used for predicting how much attention
a news article will attract?

Commenting behavior in the news comments space follows
similar trends as the behavior in the blogosphere. Our news
sources show quite similar temporal cycles and commenting
behavior, but that mainly the differences herein reflect differ-
ences in readers’ demographics and could prove useful in fu-
ture research. For modeling comment volume, we compared
the log-normal and negative binomial distributions. These
estimated models can be used to normalize raw comment
counts and enable comparison, and processing of articles
from different news sites. According to χ2 goodness of fit
test, the underlying distribution of news comments matches
with either log-normal or negative binomial. The latter is a
discrete distribution and suits the task better, yet in our setup
log-normal showed similar results and parameter estimation
for log-normal is computationally less expensive.
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RQ 8. Among textual, semantic, and real-world sets of features, and
their combination, which leads to the best prediction accuracy
for prior to publication prediction of volume of comments?

We have developed a set of surface, cumulative, textual, se-
mantic, and real-world features and report on their individual
and combined performance on two binary classification tasks:
Classify articles according to whether they will (i) generate
comments, and (ii) receive few or many comments. Textual
and semantic features prove to be strong performers, and the
combination of all features leads to more robust classification.

RQ 9. What is the prediction accuracy for predicting volume of
comments after publication? How observation time correlates
with prediction accuracy?

We confirmed the relation between early time and later time
in comment volume as it was previously found in diggs and
Youtube views. We exploited the potential of this relation
using linear models. Our results showed that prediction of
the long term comment volume is possible with small error
after 10 source-hours observation.

Finally, we look at user behavior in “open” environments. An example of this
type of user behavior is when users search the web for online news to fulfill an
information need. We examine this scenario via a context discovery task where
systems take into account the user’s query and the first article that the user read
for recommending articles that a user may want to visit next. The main research
question we aimed to answer is the following.

RQ 10. What is the effectiveness of language intent models on pre-
dicting news articles that a user is likely to read next?

We defined three query models based on (i) the user query
and the first article, (ii) the article intent model of the first
query, and (iii) a linear combination of the previous two
models. Article intent models aggregate the intent of all users
that visited an article and as such aim to capture the user
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browsing behavior with regards to this article.

We confirmed our hypothesis that using the combination of
the query-article model and the article intent model improve
retrieval effectiveness. We found that users are most likely to
visit articles that are one day before or after the first article
they read—possibly due to presentation bias in the search
results. This led us to enhance our retrieval with tempo-
ral priors which boosted retrieval performance even further.
We experimented with four methods for estimating the linear
combination weights and found that uniform weights for both
the query-article model and the article model outperform all
other weight estimation methods. Finally, we experimented
with different units of retrieval, i.e., articles and article intent
models, and found that using articles as unit of retrieval out-
performs systems that retrieve article intent models. However,
article intent models are beneficial in the query side.

Our study of user behavior in “open” environments concludes the research ques-
tions we raised in Part II. We have summarized our findings for both tracking
content, and predicting behavior, which open opportunities for future research.
We present our future research endeavors in the next section.

8.2 Future directions

In this section, we discuss two future research directions that stem from the work
that has been presented so far: topic detection and tracking, and information
retrieval in social media.

Topic detection and tracking Most of our work in Chapters 3, 4, and 6 have
focused on individual news articles either for tracking or prediction. A natural
extension to this line of work is think about applying these methods to news
events—groups of news articles that refer to the same real-world event. Tracking
news events has been extensively researched in Topic Detection and Tracking
(TDT) (Allan, 2002), however, social media bring in new research opportuni-
ties (Chua et al., 2011; Sakaki et al., 2010). From the many research outcomes of
TDT, two are most relevant to us: (a) it is difficult to define the start and the end of
a news event because events evolve over time, and (b) the news articles within an
event can use different language leading to poor performance of similarity methods
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based on language redundancy. The first problem is an annotation problem, while
the second is a representation problem.

For the annotation problem, social media can provide an automatic way for
generating the required ground truth. For example, on Twitter, people annotate
their tweets with hashtags which are a kind of topical annotation. If a hashtag
is considered as an event, then aggregating the hyperlinks in tweets annotated
with a particular hashtag can result in the ground truth for the event represented
by the hashtag. Although data sparsity can be a potential issue, this method can
generate training data for learning a cut-off threshold which is crucial in both
topic tracking and first story detection; for example, Berendsen et al. (2012) used
a similar approach for training a learning to rank system. For the representation
problem, our methods in Chapter 3 can be used for enhancing the news article
representation with comments, and other explicitly linked social media utterances
for smoothing low language redundancy issues. Also, since topic tracking is based
on the content similarity between two news articles which are likely to be of similar
length, the hypergeometric retrieval models presented in Chapter 4 can prove
beneficial in this type of task.

We follow up on news events from the perspective of prediction. In Chapter 6
we focused on predicting the volume of comments on individual news articles.
Similar as above, an next step is to extend our methods for predicting the volume
of comments, or other types of social media utterance for news events which
consist of news articles from multiple news agents. This type of prediction along
with predicting sentiment or opinion from explicitly linked social media utterances
can provide a handle for gauging the future impact of news events. A tool built on
this technology will enable media analysts to track the evolution of impact—or its
individual dimensions, e.g., sentiment—around a news event and explain changes
in impact over time by identifying individual news articles.

Information retrieval A recurring outcome from our work in Chapters 6 and
7 is that time is an important parameter in social media retrieval tasks. Not
only because content evolves rapidly, but also because user behavior changes
too. The temporal dependence of these two dimensions, i.e., content and user
behavior, raise new challenges for information retrieval tasks in social media. With
most content in social media focusing on “what is happening now,” the classic
definition of relevance is not longer applicable because a document is deemed
relevant regardless of when it was published. An example is a user searching for
[earthquake] and is presented with a ranked list of utterances some of which refer
to an earthquake that happened a few hours ago, and some to one that happened
a year ago. Are the utterances referring to the past earthquake still relevant? It
depends on whether the user is issuing a standing query or a retrospective query.
In the former case, utterances about the past earthquake should be deemed non-
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relevant, while in the latter case, all utterances are relevant. System evaluation
in this type of dynamic setting is an open problem mainly because it involves
assessing the returned documents at multiple times.

Another challenge for information retrieval in social media is content repre-
sentation. Query expansion has been found beneficial for IR in microblog search
by several independent researchers (Efron et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2012; Massoudi
et al., 2011). However, current methods are based on the popularity of terms
which ignore nascent topics. This behavior can be harmful to real-time search
because when a new event breaks out there is little consensus on how to refer
to it. Query expansion methods can be helpful here and facilitate establishing a
consensus earlier.

We described directions for future work along two dimensions: topic detection
and tracking, and information retrieval in social media. The methods and the
outcomes of the work presented in this thesis are applicable in other social media
tasks where it is critical to model time and social buzz.


